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Summary 
This paper proposes an approach to determine attribute 
weights in the multiple attribute comprehensive evaluation 
(MACA) problem, in which the attribute values of 
alternatives are expressed in three formats of evaluation 
information such as real number, interval number and 
fuzzy linguistic term. In the approach, an optimization 
model is constructed to determine attribute weights, which 
makes the obtained attribute weights reflect the original 
evaluation information. An example is used to illustrate 
the applicability of the proposed approach. 
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1. Introduction 

Multiple attribute comprehensive evaluation (MACE) 
refers to the problems of evaluating or ranking alternatives 
associated with multiple attributes [2, 5]. So far a lot of 
theoretical and applied research result on MACE problems 
has been obtained [1, 4, 10]. In the process of MACE 
analysis, one crucial problem is to assess the relative 
importance or weights of the attributes because attribute 
weights influence the results of rankings of alternatives [8]. 
Several approaches have been proposed to finish this work. 
They include subjective and objective integrated approach 
[8], eigenvector method [11] and mathematical 
programming model [12] etc. 
In classical MACE problems, the attribute values of 
alternatives are usually known as only one format of 
evaluation information (e.g. numerical information or 
fuzzy linguistic information). However, there are many 
decision situations in which the evaluation information 
may be real numbers for some attributes, interval numbers 
for some attributes, and fuzzy linguistic terms for the other 
attributes. For instance, in the problem of evaluating air- 
conditioning systems, experts’ evaluation information on 
attributes such as design and safety are often not precise 
enough to yield the precise numerical attribute values. 

They tend to use fuzzy linguistic terms instead of real 
numbers or interval numbers to describe their evaluation 
information on these attributes. But the attribute values 
with respect to attributes  

 
 
such as service life of air-condition would be given as 
interval numbers while the attribute values with respect to 
attribute such as price would be given as precise real 
numbers. Therefore, MACE problems with different 
formats of evaluation information become new research 
topics in MACE and attract many scholars’ attention. 
 This paper proposes a new approach to determine attribute 
weights in MACA problem, in which the attribute values 
of alternatives are expressed in three formats of evaluation 
information such as real number, interval number and 
fuzzy linguistic term. The approach is based on an 
optimization model.  
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 
presents the MACE problem with three kinds of attribute 
values investigated in this paper. Section 3 proposes an 
approach for determining attribute weights. In Section 4, 
an example is used to illustrate the proposed method. The 
last section concludes the work of this paper. 

2. Representation of the problem 

This section describes the MACE problem with numerical 
attribute values, interval attribute values and fuzzy 
linguistic attribute values. To facilitate representation and 
analysis, the following notations are used throughout the 
paper. 
Let },,{ 1 nxxX L= be a finite set of alternatives, 

C = ,{ 1C ,L }mC  be a set of attributes. Let set =1C  

},,,{
121 mCCC L , 2C ,{ 11+

= mC ,21+mC },
2mCL  and 

3C = ,,,{ 21 22
L++ mm CC  }mC  be three subsets of set C  

and 321 CCC UU  = C . Let mnijpP ×= ][  be the 
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decision matrix, where ijp  denotes the attribute value for 

alternative ix  with respect to attribute jC . For alternative 

ix , expert provides the attribute value on the attribute 

jC 1C∈  as a real number, i.e., ijp R∈  for 

,,1L=j 1m , R  is the real line, and the attribute value 

on the attribute jC 2C∈  as a interval number 

ija = ],[ U
ij

L
ij aa , i.e., ijp = ija  for =j 11 +m , 2,mL , 

where U
ij

L
ij aa ,  R∈ , U

ij
L
ij aa ≤≤0 . Let ija = ],[ U

ij
L
ij aa  

and kja = ],[ U
kj

L
kj aa  be two interval numbers, the distance 

between ija  and kja  [9] can be given by  

,( ijad kja )= |||| U
kj

U
ij

L
kj

L
ij aaaa −+− .        (1) 

The expert provides the attribute value on the attribute 

jC 3C∈  as a fuzzy linguistic term, i.e., ijp S∈  for 

=j  ,,12 L+m m , where =S ,,{ 0 Ls }Ts  be a pre-
established finite and totally ordered linguistic term set 
with odd cardinals [6]. Usually, the vagueness of fuzzy 
linguistic information is adequate captured by the fuzzy 
numbers defined in the interval [0, 1]. These fuzzy 
numbers are described by membership function such as 
linear trapezoidal membership function [5], linear 
triangular membership function [2], Gaussian function [4] 
and so on. For simplicity, we assume that the fuzzy 
linguistic terms in this paper are represented in the 
triangular fuzzy numbers.  For example, the fuzzy 
linguistic terms in the linguistic term set =S ,{ 0s }, 6sL  
are expressed in the following triangular fuzzy numbers 
[7]: 0s =perfect=(0.83, 1, 1), 1s =Very_ High=(0.67, 0.83, 

1), 2s =High=(0.5, 0.67, 0.83), 3s =Medium= (0.33, 0.5, 

0.67), 4s =Low=(0.17, 0.33, 0.5), 5s = Very_Low=(0, 0.17, 

0.33), 6s =None=(0, 0, 0.17)}. 

For a fuzzy linguistic term ijp , let its associated triangle 

fuzzy number be ijâ =( g
ija , f

ija , u
ija ), i.e., ijp = ijâ  for 

,,1L=i  n , =j 12 +m , m,L . Let ijp  and kjp  be 

two fuzzy linguistic terms, their associated triangle fuzzy 
numbers be ijâ =( g

ija , f
ija , u

ija ) and kjâ =( g
kja , f

kja , u
kja ) 

respectively. The distance between ijp  and kjp  can be 

given by [3] 

ijpd ( , )kjp = ijad ˆ( , )ˆkja = 

])()()[(
3
1 222 u

kj
u
ij

f
kj

f
ij

g
kj

g
ij aaaaaa −+−+− ,  

ni ,,1L= , =j 12 +m , m,L .             (2) 
Following the above notations, the problem discussed in 
this paper is to assess the weights of attributes based on 
decision matrix P = mnijp ×][  with three formats of 

attribute values. 

3. The proposed approach 

Usually, there are two types of attributes in MACE 
problems, benefit attribute and cost attribute [5]. In order 
to measure all attributes in commensurate units and to 
facilitate inter- attribute comparisons, to normalize the 
decision matrix must be the first step of the resolution 
process of the MACE problem. Then an optimization 
model is constructed to assess the weights of attributes. In 
the following, we give the whole process for solving this 
problem.  

Let set 1C , 1C , 2C  and 2C  be subsets of sets 1C and 
2C  respectively, where 1C  and 2C  be two sets of 

benefit attributes, 1C  and 2C  be two sets of cost 

attributes and 1C U 1C = 1C , 2C U 2C = 2C . Firstly, 
the following equations can be used to normalize the 
matrix mnijpP ×= ][ into the matrix mnijpP ×= ]~[~

[5], 

where 

∑
=

==
m

k
kjijijij aabp

1

~  for benefit attribute 1
jC ,  (3) 

∑
=

==
m

k
kjijijij aabp

1

)  1 ()  1 (~  for cost attribute 1
jC ,   

(4) 
and the following equations can be used to normalize the 
element ija  into the element ijb = ],[ U

ij
L
ij bb , where 

ijp~ = ∑
=

=
m

k
kjijij aab

1
 for benefit attribute 2

jC ,          (5) 

ijp~ = ∑
=

=
m

k
kjijij aab

1

)  1 ()  1 (  for cost attribute 2
jC .   

(6) 
The equations (5) and (6) can be alternatively expressed as 
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 for benefit attribute 2

jC ,     (7) 

⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪⎪
⎨

⎧

=

=

∑

∑

=

=

m

k

U
kj

L
ij

U
ij

m

k

L
kj

U
ij

L
ij

aab

aab

1

1

) 1 () 1 ( 

) 1 () 1 ( 
for cost attribute 2

jC . (8) 

Obviously, for any i and j, it holds L
ijb<0 , 1≤U

ijb . And 

ijp~ = ijp = ijâ =( g
ija , f

ija , u
ija ) for attribute jC  3C∈ . 

In the following, an approach is investigated to 
compute the weights of attributes. Let =w ,,( 1 Lw  

T
mw )  be the weight vector of attributes, where ≥jw 0, 

1
1

2 =∑
=

m

j
jw  and jw  is the weight of attribute jC . If the 

attribute values of all alternatives with respect to one 
attribute are same, this attribute has no influence on the 
alternative ranking. The greater is deviation between the 
attribute values of different alternatives with respect to 
same one attribute, the stronger is the influence of these 
attributes on alternative ranking, and the bigger are their 
weights [13]. In order to measure the deviation degree 
between attribute values ijp~  and kjp~ , based on Eqs. (1) 

and (2), the distance )~,~( kjij ppd  between ijp~  and kjp~  

can be given as follows: 
)~,~( kjij ppd = 

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎩

⎪⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎨

⎧

+=

−+−+−

=
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nki ,,1, L=∀ .                            (9) 

In order to obtain the attribute weight jw , an optimization 

model can be constructed as follows:  

maximize  )(wD =∑∑∑
= = =

m

j

n

i

n

k
jkjij wppd

1 1 1
)~,~( ,  (10a) 

subject to  1
1

2 =∑
=

m

j
jw ,                                        (10b) 

0≥jw ,  mj ,,1L= .                     (10c) 

To obtain jw , the following lagrangian function is set up: 

  )1()(),(
1

2∑
=

−+=
m

j
jwwDwL λλ ,     (11) 

where λ is the Lagrangian multiplier. Differentiating Eq. 
(11) with respect to jw  and let 0=∂∂ jwL  and 

0=∂∂ λL , we can obtain 

jw =

∑ ∑∑

∑∑

= = =

= =

m

j

n

i

n

k
kjij

n

i

n

k
kjij

ppd

ppd

1 1 1

2

1 1

)]~,~([

)~,~(
.        (12) 

By the following Eq.(13), we have the normalized 
attribute weights: 

*
jw = ∑

=

m

j
jj ww

1
.                        (13) 

4. Illustrative example 

In this section, a problem of evaluating air- conditioning 
systems is used to illustrate the approach proposed in this 
paper. Four types of air- conditioning systems 
(alternatives) 1x , 2x , 3x  and 4x  are available. Six 

attributes including price ( 1C ) ($M/each), electricity 

economy ( 2C ) ($M/hour), service life of air-condition 

( 3C ) (year), design ( 4C ) and safety ( 5C ) are considered 
in the process of evaluating the four air- conditioning 
systems. Attribute values on 1C  are assessed in the format 

of real numbers, ones on 2C  and 3C  are assessed in the 

format of interval numbers, and ones on 4C  and 5C  are 

assessed in linguistic term set S  introduced in Section 2. 
Among the five attributes, 1C  and 2C  are of cost types 

and 3C  is of benefit type. It can be seen that φ=1C , 

}{ 1
1 CC = , 2C }{ 3C=  and 2C }{ 2C= . The 

producer provides the information on attributes 1C , 2C  

and 3C  while the expert provides his evaluation 

information on attributes 4C  and 5C . The evaluation 
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information about air-conditioning systems is shown in 
Table 1. 
Firstly, based on Eqs. (3)-(8), we can obtain the 
normalized decision matrix as follows,  
 
 
 

P~ = 

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

），，（），，（，，

），，（），，（，，

），，（），，（，，

），，（），，（，，

183.067.083.067.050.0]39.017.0[]50.017.0[23.0
83.067.050.067.050.033.0]36.014.0[]50.013.0[33.0
67.050.033.083.067.050.0]43.019.0[]40.014.0[16.0
83.067.050.0183.067.0]32.017.0[]33.014.0[27.0

 

 
Table 1:  The information of producer’s and expert’s 

Attributes 
Alternatives 

1C  2C  3C  4C  5C

1x  3000 [0.06,0.08] [7,9] V H 

2x  5000 [0.05,0.08] [8,12] H M 

3x  2500 [0.04,0.09] [6,10] M H 

4x  3500 [0.04,0.07] [7,11] H V 

Then, by Eqs. (9) and (12), we have 1w =0.31, 2w = 0.41, 

3w =0.29, 4w =0.57, 5w =0.5. By Eq.(13), we have the 

normalized attribute weights *
1w =0.149, *

2w =0.197, 
*
3w =0.139, *

4w =0.274, *
5w =0.240. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper presents a new approach to determine attribute 
weights in MACA problem with three formats of 
evaluation information such as real number, interval 
number and fuzzy linguistic term. The approach 
determines attribute weights by solving a mathematical 
programming model. The proposed approach enriches the 
theories and methods of MACA problems with different 
formats of evaluation information. It can also be extended 
to support the group multiple attribute comprehensive 
evaluation situation where the evaluation information be 
given by multiple experts. 
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